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The utility industry
is in the midst of a
digital transformation.

That is certainly not because vegetation
management is cheap. For example,
California’s three investor-owned utilities
have historically spent more than $250
million annually1 for vegetation management

Improved data collection, enabled by low-

on distribution lines alone, according to the

cost sensors coupled with advanced analytics,

California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC).

is helping utilities detect and respond to

In 2019, Pacific Gas & Electric alone

outages more effectively and perform

estimates it will spend more than $500

predictive maintenance on grid infrastructure

million2 on vegetation management, and

before it suffers a catastrophic failure.

total state spending is expected to top $1

The combination of aging grid

billion3. Even though utility spending on

infrastructure, the dramatic and ongoing

the issue is substantial, traditional

increase in distributed energy resources,

approaches endorsed by regulators,

and increased regulatory scrutiny for

particularly cycle-based trimmings in

rate-basing capital investments has

which vegetation is cut at fixed time

sharpened the focus on lowering

intervals, have proven to be inadequate.

operations and maintenance expenses
while delivering enhanced customer
experience and value. But one area that
has seen relatively little innovation or
investment is vegetation management.

CPUC News Blog, Elizaveta Malashenko, CPUC, Feb 22, 2018, https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/cpucblog.aspx?id=6442456374&blogid=1551
Pacific Gas & Electric Currents, Oct 31, 2017, PG&E https://www.pgecurrents.com/2017/10/31/facts-about-electric-vegetation-management/
3
CPUC News Blog, Elizaveta Malashenko, CPUC, Feb 22, 2018, https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/cpucblog.aspx?id=6442456374&blogid=1551
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The growing downside of
business-as-usual

distribution lines are also taken into
account. A 2016 report by the Electric Power
Research Institute found that 92 percent of
weather-related outages were caused by

California’s ferocious and destructive wildfires

vegetation7. In general, this is applicable

in 2017 and 2018 are the most poignant

to utilities whose infrastructure comprises

recent example of why a new approach to

significant portions of overhead lines.

vegetation management is necessary.

Regulators and utilities typically rely on the

According to the California Public Utilities

System Average Interruption Duration Index

Commission (CPUC), there were 9,000 fires

(SAIDI) and the System Average Interruption

in 2017 alone, which were responsible for

Frequency Index (SAIFI), which measure a

43 deaths and the burning of 1.2 million

utility’s safety and reliability performance;

acres4. CPUC reports that about 10 percent

however, they are imperfect metrics.

of California’s wildfires were the result of
“utility ignitions,” including when vegetation

Given the rise in extreme storms, utilities

came into contact with power lines5.

are under increased pressure from
regulators and customers to increase

But it’s not just California that needs

overall resiliency, and in particular to

to improve its approach to vegetation

reduce prolonged outages. Neither of these

management. According to the Federal

desired outcomes are fully captured by the

Energy Regulatory Commission, tree contact

SAIDI and SAIFI metrics.

with transmission lines is a leading cause of
power outages, including the 2003 blackout
in the Northeast U.S. and Canada that
impacted 50 million people6. Although not
all outages are weather-related, the

92% of weatherrelated outages
were caused by
vegetation

impact of vegetation is even starker when

CPUC News Blog, Elizaveta Malashenko, CPUC, Feb 22, 2018, https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/cpucblog.aspx?id=6442456145
Legislative Analyst’s Office, California Legislature, June 21, 2019, https://lao.ca.gov/Publications/Report/4079
6
Tree Trimming & Vegetation Management, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Sept 19, 2013, https://www.ferc.gov/industries/electric/indus-act/
reliability/vegetation-mgt.asp
7
2016 Outage Data for Resiliency and Recovery, Electric Power Research Institute, July 19, 2016, http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/td/dist/sd/doc/2016-0901%20EPRI%202016%20Outage%20Data%20Survey-Sal%20Martinosecured.pdf
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Average U.S. Customer Interruptions

SAIDI and SAIFI are designed to capture

For instance, the U.S. Energy Information

performance data excluding major storm

Administration (EIA) found that from 2016

days, so extreme weather events are not

to 2017, SAIDI minutes nearly doubled

included in these measures. They are

when all weather events, including major

excluded to allow utilities and regulators

storms, were included8. As seen in the

to monitor typical system performance

2017 EIA data, when a utility experiences

levels over large periods of time, facilitating

major storm activity, both SAIDI and SAIFI

direct comparisons of performance with

can rise significantly – and a majority of

weather normalized. In reality, the actual

those additional outages are most often

performance levels that individual customers

related to vegetation.

experience when factoring in all days and
events can be dramatically different.

Today in Energy, Energy Information Administration, Nov 30, 2018, https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=37652
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Putting customers first

U.S. distribution utilities have invested in

Even for utilities that have not recently

grid analytics in the past five years to satisfy

suffered prolonged outages, more effective

changing customer habits and accommodate

vegetation management is key to embracing

distributed energy resources, according to

a customer-centric business.

Wood Mackenzie Power & Renewables.

hundreds of deployments for customer and

Annual utility deployments of customer and
grid analytics applications, 2010-2018

Source: Wood Mackenzie Power & Renewables Grid Edge Data Hub
Despite those investments, there is

in customer satisfaction. However, it is

still ample room for improvement.

noteworthy that utilities still rank below

The J.D. Power 2018 Electric Utility

many other sectors that provide services to

Residential Customer Satisfaction Survey

customers on a daily basis.

compared customer satisfaction at 138

A clear differentiator among the top-ranked

utilities serving nearly 100 million U.S.

utilities was a proactive approach to power

households9, based on factors such as

outages, meaning that utilities were

power quality and reliability, price, billing,

effective at preventing them from happening

payment and customer service.

and aggressive about communicating

The survey found that, as a group, the

information about the cause, anticipated

utilities studied recorded their seventh

duration and repair of any outages.

consecutive year-over-year improvement

9
J.D. Power 2018 Electric Utility Residential Customer Satisfaction Survey, J.D. Power, July 11, 2018, https://www.jdpower.com/business/pressreleases/2018-electric-utility-residential-customer-satisfaction-study
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An expensive and
inefficient status quo

technology, a land surveying method that
uses pulsed laser light from helicopters
and fixed-wing airplanes to create 3D
representations of vegetation. More

Historically, utilities have approached

recently, utilities have used drones

vegetation management for distribution

equipped with lidar to reduce flying costs.

and transmission infrastructure differently.

While lidar with drones and traditional

In the wake of the 2003 blackout, utilities

aircraft yields valuable high-resolution

with high-voltage transmission lines of 200

imagery, there are significant challenges.

kV and higher were mandated to adhere
to the North American Electric Reliability

One is regulatory. Current Federal Aviation

Corporation’s (NERC) requirements that

Administration (FAA) rules mandate that

power line rights-of-way be inspected

drones fly within line of sight of their

annually and that utilities must have a

operators, which significantly limits the

vegetation management plan that aligns

territory they can cover11. That rule,

with NERC’s standards .
10

however, is being altered for specific
applications as the FAA evaluates which

At the distribution level, utilities are largely

scenarios may not require a line of sight.

allowed to determine their own strategy

Just as important, the cost of using lidar

for ensuring vegetation doesn’t encroach

with either drones or traditional aircraft is

on lines, transformers and other critical

high enough that it is simply too expensive

infrastructure, although those plans must be

to scale in many instances.

submitted to state regulators for approval.
The complexity of distribution line trimming

But even if it weren’t too expensive for

is also compounded by the fact that lines

utilities to routinely pair lidar with drones

often pass over private property, further

and airplanes, the biggest value-add of the

complicating the process.

data produced is also the most significant
hurdle. While it’s undeniable that the

The realization that the current cycle-

high-resolution data generated can provide

based approach to vegetation

utilities with a detailed real-time view of

management could be more efficient

the state of vegetation around their assets,

has prompted recent research and pilot

utilities lack the systems and personnel

projects to investigate alternatives.

needed to manage, process and visualize

One area of interest for utilities has been

such a huge volume of data.

increased use of satellite imagery, as well
as light detection and ranging (lidar)

10
Tree Trimming & Vegetation Management, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Sept 19, 2013, https://www.ferc.gov/industries/electric/indus-act/
reliability/vegetation-mgt.asp Tree Trimming & Vegetation Management, Federal Energy
11
Fact Sheet – Small Unmanned Aircraft, FAA, July 23, 2018, https://www.faa.gov/news/fact_sheets/news_story.cfm?newsId=22615
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Data from trees
and clouds

For utilities, IBM Vegetation
Management offers a scalable and
sophisticated tool that provides realtime insights into the state of vegetation

Both traditional and more recent approaches

that can be used to prioritize cutting and

to improved vegetation management have

trimming activities and prevent outages.

their limits. But a novel approach developed
by IBM is demonstrating what is possible

IBM Vegetation Management is built on

when predictive analytics are applied to

IBM PAIRS Geoscope, a platform that

massive data sets from a wide variety of

was developed to be a central, cloud-

sources, including satellite data, historical

based repository for huge geospatial-

and current weather conditions, and soil

temporal data sets. The platform gives

moisture levels.

data scientists quick access to curated
data that can be used to develop models,
enhance and enable applications, and
complement data they have already
collected.

The sophisticated analytics
that can deliver insights and
trigger valuable actions depend
on the data being evaluated.
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The importance of time and space

One is the National Agriculture Imagery Program
(NAIP) and other similar regional data sets. NAIP

Geospatial data is anything that can be

is collected by the U.S. Department of

plotted on a map: a tree, a road, satellite

Agriculture every two

images, historic weather data and forecasts,

years in the Midwest and provides a high-

and even drone or lidar imagery. It is then

resolution view, with the latest set having a 60-

paired with temporal data from past,

centimeter resolution, meaning that each pixel

present or future. Geospatial-temporal

covers 60 centimeters.

data is a representation of the physical
world and its changes over time. For

IBM Vegetation Management supplements

vegetation management, this provides the

NAIP and other similar regional data with

ability to visualize and monitor changes

another open-source data set of satellite

in the location of trees, bushes and

imagery called Sentinel-2, which is produced

grasses that may impact transmission and

as part of the European Commission’s

distribution grid infrastructure.

Copernicus Earth observation program.
Sentinel-2 data is lower-resolution, with a

The importance of the quality, volume and

resolution of 10 meters12 and is released every

curation of the data that is housed in PAIRS

five days. Additionally we can integrate high-

Geoscope cannot be overemphasized. The

resolution satellite data (as granular as 0.6m

sophisticated analytics that can deliver

resolution or less) obtained from data partners

insights and trigger valuable actions depend

to improve the granularity of the insights. By

on the data being evaluated. IBM

combining these and other data sets, the

Vegetation Management benefits from the

solution establishes a baseline of vegetation

fact that PAIRS Geoscope has been around

conditions around the globe and can monitor

long enough to assemble 6 petabytes of

ongoing changes.

curated data (and growing at a clip of 10
terabytes per day) and has demonstrated

The wealth of this data can be used within a

value in other industries.

utility’s geographic information system
(GIS). This allows utilities to leverage their

Frequency and granularity

existing GIS asset mapping with an overlay of

One challenge to assembling large data sets

vegetation data to get a real-time picture of

is cost. High-resolution geospatial imagery

what is happening in their service territory.

can cost millions of dollars. IBM Vegetation

Released in February 2019, IBM Vegetation

Management uses two large sets of open-

Management's initial capabilities are geared

source data that have relevance to

toward providing a high level of visibility of

vegetation management.

vegetation conditions around a utility's
infrastructure.

Sentinal 2A, Satellite Imaging Corporation, https://www.satimagingcorp.com/satellite-sensors/other-satellite-sensors/sentinel-2a/

12
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Insights never
seen before

This helps utilities identify when the
vegetation buffer zones or corridors they
establish have been compromised and
require immediate attention. IBM

There are tangible and immediate potential

Vegetation Management can provide either

benefits that can be reaped from IBM

data by itself or the data coupled with

Vegetation Management's deep insights.

analytics that can be used to determine how

The first is both the most clear-cut and the

utilities should prioritize their vegetation

most consequential: helping to reduce the

activities.

number of vegetation-related outages.

As IBM Vegetation Management evolves, it is

Proactive management. IBM Vegetation

expected to provide more insights and value.

Management can provide insights that

For instance, not all vegetation is created

trigger an alert when vegetation is

equal, at least in terms of its growth rates

encroaching on a utility’s buffer zone,

and ability to wreak havoc on infrastructure.

prompting crews to be dispatched to trim

For example, utilities in Texas have to be

the bushes and trees before they cause a

particularly concerned about the rapid

problem. When current and past weather

growth rate of cottonwood trees, while

conditions are also included in the

utilities in the Iberian Peninsula have to

analysis, utilities can take smart and

worry about eucalyptus trees.

proactive steps to avoid vegetationrelated outages during storms.

The next phase of will focus
on developing techniques to determine the

Enhanced storm preparation. Imagine that

species of trees, as well as identifying areas

a storm is approaching a utility’s service

of rapid growth so utilities can have a clearer

territory. With IBM Vegetation Management,

understanding of which areas of vegetation

it’s possible to see the impact that similar

may pose a threat to their transmission

past storms have had on a company’s

and distribution networks. IBM is also

distribution infrastructure. If there are

researching other future capabilities,

specific areas of the network that suffered

including assessments of tree health and

vegetation-related outages, a utility can

predictive growth rates.

undertake preventative actions in advance
of storm season.
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Re ined trimming cycles. On a more day- to-

Improved contracting. Because trimming

day basis, the enhanced monitoring made

is typically cycle-based, utilities receive

possible by IBM Vegetation Management

contractor bids to provide vegetation

allows utilities to refine their trimming cycles

management services at specific time

and reduce costs. When trimming cycles are

intervals. When data is incorporated into the

not based on real-time and accurate

contracting process, vendors and utilities

information about vegetation conditions,

will have greater transparency into the work

companies can only estimate the optimal

to be performed and the contracting costs.

time to cut trees, bushes and weeds based

Streamlined regulatory compliance. For

on how circuits perform through a trim cycle

utilities with transmission infrastructure

over time. Near real-time data and analytics

that falls under the purview of the North

help utilities be nimble and cost-efficient

American Electric Reliability Corporation,

with their trimming program.

improved near real-time data and insightful

Better prioritization. Assets whose failure

analytics can be combined with their

could lead to critical emergency facilities

annual inspections to help make the

suffering an outage can be monitored

regulatory process more streamlined

especially closely and proactively maintained

and cost-effective.

to improve resilience and reliability. Analytics
also allow for the creation of a trimming
schedule geared around a utility’s unique
business goals, whether the aim
is to improve reliability, reduce vegetation
management costs, or address wildfire risks
(or some combination thereof).

The enhanced
monitoring made
possible by IBM
Vegetation
Management allows
utilities to refine their
trimming cycles and
reduce costs.
010
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IBM Vegetation
Management in action

“Vegetation poses a serious risk to power
lines and the surrounding areas, but
monitoring it is a challenging and time-

Every technology company knows that

consuming process,” said Peter Stoltman,

solutions that perform beautifully in the lab

vegetation management program manager,

are far from proven in real-world conditions.

Oncor. “By working with IBM, we are
able to use analytics and AI to prioritize

Only through rigorous field-testing is it

high-risk areas. This helps us adapt

possible to understand what needs to be

maintenance operations to improve public

refined. The development of IBM Vegetation

safety and service reliability.”

Management has been aided immeasurably
through IBM’s partnership with Oncor

Currently, multiple utilities are investigating

Electric, the largest distribution utility in

how IBM Vegetation Management can

Texas.

improve the effectiveness and reduce the
costs of their vegetation management

In 2018, IBM and Oncor conducted a trial in

efforts. Integrating more diverse sets of

a subset of the utility’s territory containing

data, obtaining higher precision by including

transmission and distribution circuits at

lidar and drone imagery, and applying more

multiple voltage levels. The trial included a

advanced AI and machine-learning

field validation with Oncor’s forestry group,

techniques.

which confirmed that the insights IBM
Vegetation Management provided matched
the forestry group’s observations in the field
with sufficient accuracy to allow them to
modify their trimming plans.
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The future of
vegetation management
As vegetation management evolves, the
possibility of integrating it with the broader
suite of advanced analytics tools utilities
are already implementing or considering
will likely broaden as well. For example,
this data could be used to empower utility
engineering and planning teams with
information about possible vegetation
problems as they plan access routes to
reach critical assets.
As part of the new enhancements, IBM
incorporated The Weather Company
technology into the IBM Maximo Asset
Performance Management solution from
Watson IoT to provide one of the
industry’s first end-to-end solutions
that injects intelligence into existing
vegetation management workflows.
With an IoT platform, utilities can get a
real-world understanding of the assets
most at risk of failure. When information
about vegetation is included, utilities can
pinpoint the critical assets that are most in
need of repair, replacement or trimming to
inform and prioritize decisions regarding
budget allocation, work planning, regulatory
reporting, hazard monitoring, and auditing.
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At this critical juncture of transformation,

Today, IBM offers a solution that covers

utilities face both daunting challenges

the vegetation management process

and exciting opportunities. Many of these

from generating robust vegetation insights

challenges and opportunities are new,

to prioritizing work projects that help decision

such as the prospect of incorporating large

making, planning, and operations support to

numbers of distributed energy resources

auditing. Taking a modular approach, IBM can

and engaging customers with the degree

provide application components that address

of personalization and know-how evinced

specific parts of the vegetation management

by the most sophisticated retailers. In such

value chain based on client requirements and

cases, the importance of data and digital

existing solution landscape.

tools is obvious.
But even in the realm of vegetation
management – a challenge that has
been around as long as leafy plants and
power poles and wires have co-existed –
utilities can benefit from the unparalleled
insights and efficiencies that data and
advanced analytics provide.
Leveraging geospatial-temporal data for
vegetation management can help utilities:

To learn more about how
IBM Vegetation Management
can help you increase
efficiency in vegetation
management, improve
customer satisfaction and
support the safety of citizens
and workers, schedule a
demo today.

• Reduce vegetation-related outages
• Enhance customer experience
• Improve the contracting and
bidding process
• Audit existing vegetation practices
and refine risk assessment
• Bolster storm preparations
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